Looking for the Best 4K UHD Camera for Your Tumor Board and Slide Reviews?

SPOT Insight Makes Great 4K UHD Video Presentations Easy and Affordable!

▲ Outstanding 4K UHD 8 Mp and 12 Mp Resolution in Live and Captured modes
▲ Fluid >30 FPS Live Mode Presentation
▲ Simple Mouse Control of:
  ▪ Zoom and Pan in both Live and Captured Modes
  ▪ Measure in both Live and Captured Modes
  ▪ Image Capture
  ▪ Browse and Open Images
▲ 1/2 the cost of Competing Fixed 4K UHD Video Solutions

Insight 4K UHD,
The New Bench Mark for Presentations...
4K UltraHD  the New Standard in 4K Presentations

SPOT's 4K UltraHD system takes you beyond fixed format 4K video presentations. It combines benchmark image quality, easy presentation tools and lets you present both live and captured images.

Outstanding Image Quality...

**4K UHD 3840 x 2160**  **30+ Frames per Second**

**Live Color Correction**
With ICC Color Profiles

**Benchmark Sensor**

Sony Pregius™

Easy Presentation Tools **Show More** and **Save Time**...

Buying a fixed format 4K UltraHD Video system is like buying an Analog Phone in the era of Smart Phones, it doesn't make sense. The SPOT 4K UltraHD Video system provides convenient features to enhance your presentation in ways that Fixed Video System can not.

**See the difference...**

**Live and Captured Images**
Move fluidly between Live sample presentation and captured image presentation to show related gross imaging, reference support case images and more. Just right click and select.

**Put a Value On It!**
Answer attendees questions on distance, area and size. A few clicks sets the calibration and provides the measurement tools.

**4K FOV**

**Use Your Resolution!!**
What good is resolution if you can’t use it? Simply roll your mouse wheel to zoom in and pan on your image.

**Dual Mode Camera**
SPOT 4K UHD can quickly convert to a 12.3Mp format to provide you with that little extra FOV you need on some specimens.

Contact Us and Get a Demo to See Just How **Easy 4K UHD Can Be**...